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Abstract
The status of the project of classifying finite primitive distance-transitive graphs is surveyed.
Particular attention is given to the structure of the proof of the recently obtained classification of
finite primitive affine distance-transitive graphs.
© 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Let Γ be a finite connected undirected graph of diameter d , without loops or multiple
edges. Let VΓ denote the vertex set of Γ and Aut(Γ ) denote the automorphism group
of Γ . Let G be a subgroup of Aut(Γ ). We say that G acts distance-transitively on Γ
if G acts transitively on each of the sets Γi = {(x, y) ∈ VΓ × VΓ | d(x, y) = i},
for i = 0, 1, . . . , d . In this case G will be called a distance-transitive group and a
graph Γ admitting such a group will be called a distance-transitive graph. Observe that
if Γ is a distance-transitive graph, then Aut(Γ ) is a distance-transitive group, but there
might be many subgroups of it still acting distance-transitively on Γ . Distance-transitive
graphs are vertex transitive and they are highly symmetric; in a certain sense they have
the largest group of automorphisms possible. Some well known examples of distance-
transitive graphs are the Hamming graphs, Johnson graphs and Grassmann graphs; see
[15] for a detailed description of these graphs and for many others.
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In this survey we will give an account of the current status of the project of classification
of distance-transitive graphs. Particular attention will be given to the outline the proof of the
recently obtained classification of distance-transitive graphs admitting a distance-transitive
group with a normal elementary Abelian p-group acting regularly on the vertex set. This
classification result reads as follows.
Theorem 1.1. Let Γ be a graph structure of valency and diameter ≥ 3 on M ∼= Fnr , where
r is a power of the prime p, and let G0 be a subgroup of Γ L(M) such that G = M  G0
acts primitively and distance-transitively on M. Then up to isomorphism Γ is one of the
following graphs.
1. Γ is a Hamming graph H(n, r); G is a subgroup of Fnr  (F∗r · Symn) · Aut(Fr ).
2. Γ is a halved (n + 1)-cube, with n even; G is a subgroup of Fn2  Symn+1.
3. Γ is a folded (n + 1)-cube, with n even; G is a subgroup of Fn2  Symn+1.
4. Γ is a folded halved (n + 2)-cube, with n even; G is a subgroup of Fn2  Symn+2.
5. Γ is a bilinear forms graph BF(k, l, r) with kl = n; the group G is a subgroup of
F
n
r  (GL(Fkr ) ◦ GL(Flr )) · Aut(Fr ) · δ. (Here δ = 2 if k = l and 1 otherwise and ◦
denotes a central product of the two groups.)
6. Γ is an alternating forms graph AF(m, r) with m(m − 1)/2 = n; G is a subgroup of
F
n
r  F
∗
r · PΓ L(Fmr ).
7. Γ is a Hermitian forms graph HF(m, r) with m2 = n; G is a subgroup of Fnr 
Γ L(m, r2)/K where K = 〈x Im | xr+1 = 1〉.
8. Γ is an affine E6 graph; G is a subgroup of F27r  F∗r · E6(r) · Aut(Fr ).
9. Γ is the coset graph of the extended ternary Golay code; G is a subgroup of
36  F∗3 · M12.
10. Γ is the coset graph of the truncated Golay code; G is a subgroup of 210  M22.
11. Γ is the distance 2 graph of the coset graph of the truncated Golay code; G is a
subgroup of 210  M22.
12. Γ is the coset graph of the binary Golay code; G is a subgroup of 211  M23.
13. Γ is the distance 2 graph of the coset graph of the binary Golay code; G is a subgroup
of 211  M23.
There are several surveys on the theory of distance-transitive graphs, for example [34,
18]. This survey updates the author’s earlier survey [6] and also [7] which contained some
inaccuracies. The organization is as follows. In Section 2 we will give a brief description
of the examples appearing in Theorem 1.1 and introduce some of the notation. In Section 3
we will give a subdivision of the proof into two cases. In the subsequent sections these two
cases are then discussed.
2. Definitions and examples
For x ∈ VΓ and i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d} we denote by Γi (x) the set of vertices of Γ at distance
i from x and by Γ≤i (x) the set of vertices at distance at most i from x . A graph Γ is said
to be regular if there is an integer k such that |Γ1(x)| = k for all vertices x .
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Let Γ be a distance-transitive graph. For i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d} and two vertices x, y with
d(x, y) = i , we define
ci = |Γi−1(x) ∩ Γ1(y)|, ai = |Γi (x) ∩ Γ1(y)|, bi = |Γi+1(x) ∩ Γ1(y)|.
Observe that these numbers do not depend on the choice of x and y, but only on i .
A graph which has this property is called a distance-regular graph. The sequence
(b0, . . . , bd−1; c1, . . . , cd ) is called the intersection array of Γ . Since b0 = k and
ai = k − bi − ci , the number ai can be computed from the intersection array. The numbers
ci , bi and ai are called the intersection numbers of Γ . Also the number of vertices in Γi (x)
does not depend on the choice of the vertex x . The size of Γi (x), which will be denoted
by ki , can be calculated recursively from ki+1 = bici+1 ki . The distance 2 graph of Γ is the
graph with vertex set the vertices of Γ and two vertices adjacent if and only if they are at
distance 2 in Γ .
We now will give a brief description of the graphs appearing in the Theorem 1.1. For
more details and proofs, and for a description of the other graphs mentioned in this survey,
the reader is referred to [15].
2.1. Hamming graphs
Let X be a set of size r > 1. The Hamming graph H(n, r) is the graph with as vertex
set the n-tuples from X , and two vertices adjacent if and only if they differ in one position.
The graph H(n, r) has diameter n, its full automorphism group is the wreath product
Symr wr Symn and it acts distance-transitively. If r is a prime power, then we can identify
X with the field Fr . The group Fnr F∗r ·Symn ·Aut(Fr ) acts distance-transitively on H(n, r)
with regular normal subgroup Fnr . The intersection numbers are given by bi = (n−i)(r−1)
and ci = i , where 0 ≤ i ≤ n.
2.2. Folded cubes, halved cubes and folded halved cubes
The Hamming graph H(n, 2) is also called the n-cube and its automorphism group acts
imprimitively on it. For each vertex v of the n-cube, there is a unique vc at distance n
from v. The folded n-cube is the graph with as vertex set the pairs {v, vc} of vertices of
H(n, 2), two pairs {v, vc} and {w,wc} being adjacent if and only if v is adjacent to w or
wc. The folded n-cube is a graph of diameter  n2 . For n > 4, its automorphism group is
isomorphic to Fn−12 Symn . This group acts distance-transitively on the graph with regular
normal subgroup Fn−12 . The intersection numbers are given by bi = (n −2i)(n −2i −1)/2
and ci = i(2i − 1) for 0 ≤ i ≤  n2 .
The halved n-cube is the graph obtained from H(n, 2) by taking as vertex set all vertices
of even weight, and by calling two vertices adjacent if and only if they are at distance 2
in H(n, 2). The halved n-cube is a graph of diameter  n2 . For n > 4 the automorphism
group is isomorphic to Fn−12  Symn . This group acts distance-transitively on the graph
with regular normal subgroup Fn−12 . The intersection numbers are given by bi = n − i and
ci = i , where 0 ≤ 2i < n.
Suppose n is even. Then the vertices v and vc of the n-cube have the same weight. This
implies that one can also fold the halved n-cube and obtain the folded halved n-cube. One
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can also halve the folded n-cube but the graph obtained is isomorphic to the folded halved
n-cube. For n ≥ 8 the folded halved n-cube is a graph of diameter  n4 . Its automorphism
group is isomorphic to Fn−22  Symn . This group acts distance-transitively on the graph
with regular normal subgroup Fn−22 . The intersection numbers are given by bi = n2 (n − i)
and ci = i(2i − 1), where 0 ≤ 2i < n2 and if n is a multiple of 4 then cd = n2 ( n2 − 1).
2.3. Bilinear forms graphs
Let Mk,l (Fr ) be the set of all k×l matrices with entries in the field Fr . The bilinear forms
graph BF(k, l, r) is the graph with Mk,l (Fr ) as vertex set, two vertices M, M ′ ∈ Mk,l (Fr )
being adjacent if and only if the rank of M − M ′ equals 1. The graph BF(k, l, r) has
diameter d = min{k, l}. The full automorphism group of BF(k, l, r) is the group
F
kl
r  (GL(Fkr ) ◦ GL(Flr )) · Aut(Fr ) · δ.
(Here δ = 2 if k = l and 1 otherwise and ◦ denotes a central product of the two
groups.) This group acts distance-transitively on the graph with regular normal subgroup
F
kl
r . The intersection numbers are given by bi = r2i(rk−i − 1)(r l−i − 1)/(r − 1) and
ci = r i−1(r i − 1)/(r − 1), for 0 ≤ i ≤ d .
2.4. Alternating forms graphs
Let Am(Fr ) be the subset of Mm,m (Fr ) of alternating matrices, that is, matrices
M ∈ Mm,m (Fr ) with M = −M and zero diagonal. The graph AF(m, r) is the graph
with vertex set Am(Fr ) and two vertices M and M ′ adjacent if and only if the rank of
M − M ′ equals 2. The graph AF(m, r) is of diameter m2 . For m > 4 its automorphism
group is isomorphic to Fm(m−1)/2r  F∗r · PΓ L(Fmr ). This group acts distance-transitively
on the graph with regular normal subgroup Fm(m−1)/2r . The intersection numbers are given
by bi = r4i (rm−2i − 1)(rm−2i−1 − 1)/(r2 − 1) and ci = r2i−2(r2i − 1)/(r2 − 1), for
0 ≤ i ≤ m2 .
2.5. Hermitian forms graphs
Suppose that r2 = q and let σ be the field automorphism of Fq of order 2. Let
Hm(r) be the subset of Mm,m(Fr ) of all Hermitian m × m-matrices over Fq , that is,
the matrices M satisfying M = Mσ . The Hermitian forms graph HF(m, r) is the
subgraph of the bilinear forms graph BF(m, m, q) induced on the set of Hermitian matrices
Hm(r). The graph HF(m, r) has diameter m. Its automorphism group is isomorphic to
F
m2
r  Γ L(m, q)/K , where K = 〈x Im | xr+1 = 1〉. This group acts distance-transitively
on the graph with regular normal subgroup Fm2r . The intersection numbers are given by
bi = (r2m − r2i )/(r + 1) and ci = r i−1(r i − (−1)i )/(r + 1), for 0 ≤ i ≤ m.
2.6. The affine E6 graphs
Consider a finite field Fr and let H0 be a group of type E6(r) and M the 27-dimensional
highest weight module M(ω1) for H0. Denote by O the H0-orbit of a highest weight
vector of M . The affine E6 graph over Fr is defined to be the graph with vertex set
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M in which two vertices are adjacent if and only if their difference is in O. The affine
E6 graph has diameter 3. The full automorphism group of this graph is isomorphic to
M  F∗r · E6(r) · Aut(Fr ). This group acts distance-transitively on the graph with regular
normal subgroup M . The intersection array is given by
(
(r12 − 1)(r9 − 1)
r4 − 1 , r
8(r4 + 1)(r5 − 1), r16(r − 1); 1, r4(r4 + 1), r8 r
12 − 1
r4 − 1
)
.
2.7. Graphs from Golay codes
Suppose C is a linear code inside a vector space V over the field Fr . The coset graph
Γ (C) of C is the graph with as vertex set M = V/C , and two vertices v + C and w + C
adjacent if and only if there are elements v0 ∈ v + C and w0 ∈ w + C differing in just one
coordinate. Clearly the group M acts as a regular group of automorphisms on Γ (C).
Now suppose C is one of the following linear codes: the ternary Golay code, the
truncated binary Golay code and the binary Golay code. In each of these cases, the graph
Γ (C) is of diameter 3 and is affine distance-transitive. If Γ (C) is the coset graph of
the extended ternary Golay code, then the automorphism group is 36  F∗3 · M12 and
the intersection array is (24, 22, 20; 1, 2, 12). If C is the truncated binary Golay code,
then the automorphism group is 210  M22 and there are two graph structures possible.
Besides the coset graph of the truncated binary Golay code, which has intersection array
(22, 21, 20; 1, 2, 6), its distance 2 graph is also distance-transitive; its intersection array
is (231, 160, 6; 1, 48, 210). Finally if C is the binary Golay code, then the automorphism
group is 211  M23 and there are two graph structures possible. Besides the coset graph of
the binary Golay code, with has intersection array (23, 22, 21; 1, 2, 3), its distance 2 graph
is also distance-transitive; its intersection array is (253, 210, 3; 1, 30, 231).
3. Preliminary results
If Γ is a regular graph of valency 2, then Γ is a polygon. For a polygon only the
full automorphism group acts distance-transitively on it. If the diameter of Γ is 1 then
Γ is a complete graph. G acting distance-transitively on it is equivalent to G acting 2-
transitively on VΓ . Assume now that Γ a distance-transitive graph of diameter at least 2
and valency at least 3. The group G acts as a permutation group on VΓ . It follows by a
result of Smith [58] that if this action is imprimitive, then Γ is either bipartite or antipodal.
If Γ is bipartite, then the distance 2 graph of Γ has two connected components which are
isomorphic to each other. The stabilizer in G of a component acts distance-transitively on
it, thus leading to another distance-transitive graph. In the case where Γ is antipodal, being
at maximal distance in Γ is an equivalence relation on the vertex set of Γ . One can define
the quotient graph Γ on the equivalence classes by calling two classes adjacent if and only
if there exists a vertex in one class adjacent to a vertex of the other. The induced action
of G on Γ is still distance-transitive. This process of halving and folding terminates in a
few steps – see [15, page 141] – resulting in a distance-transitive graph which admits a
primitive distance-transitive group.
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In the classification project therefore the attention is focused on the situation where the
action is primitive and it is often assumed that the valency is at least 3 and the diameter at
least 2. In a later stage the imprimitive graphs can be determined; see for example [8,15,
27,35,52,28–30,16] for some of the work done on imprimitive distance-transitive graphs.
It is easy to see that G is a distance-transitive group on Γ if and only if the following
two conditions hold:
• the group G acts transitively on the vertices of Γ ;
• the stabilizer of a vertex x , denoted by Gx , acts transitively on each of the sets
Γi (x) = {y ∈ VΓ | d(x, y) = i}, where i = 0, . . . , d .
In particular Γ is isomorphic to a coset graph on Gx -cosets. This allows us to study
the problem from a group theoretical viewpoint. A first step towards the classification of
finite distance-transitive graphs was made by Praeger et al. [53] who proved the following
theorem.
Theorem 3.1. Let Γ be a graph of valency at least 3 and G ≤ Aut(Γ ) be a group acting
distance-transitively on Γ . Suppose that the diameter of Γ is at least 2 and that G acts
primitively on the vertex set of Γ . Then one of the following holds:
(i) Γ is a Hamming graph or, in the case where the diameter is equal to 2, the complement
thereof;
(ii) G is an almost simple group;
(iii) G is an affine group.
The proof of this theorem is based on the Aschbacher–O’Nan–Scott theorem – cf. [2]
– which gives the structure of a finite primitive permutation group, and uses some theory
of distance-regular graphs. For example the following lemma, which is often used, follows
easily from Proposition 5.1.1 of [15] as the numbers ki are actually lengths of Gx -orbits.
Lemma 3.2. Let G be a primitive distance-transitive group of automorphisms of Γ and
x ∈ VΓ . Then among the nontrivial Gx-orbit lengths, |Γ1(x)| is among the two smallest.
Moreover, if |Γ1(x)| is not the smallest, then |Γd(x)| is.
In the case where Γ is a Hamming graph one still has to determine the possibilities
for G, that is, to determine which subgroups of the automorphism group still act distance-
transitively on it. Some of them will be encountered in this survey.
In the remaining cases we have strong information about the group structure. We will
discuss what is known in the following sections.
4. Distance-transitive graphs and almost simple groups
In this section we give the state of the classification project in the case where G is almost
simple. Let S denote the socle of G; thus S  G  Aut(S), with S a non-Abelian simple
group. By the classification of finite non-Abelian simple groups, S is known.
A distance-transitive graph Γ with distance-transitive group of automorphisms G is
isomorphic to a coset graphΓ (G, H, r), where H is the stabilizer of a vertex and r ∈ G\H
suitably chosen; see [15]. Since G is primitive on VΓ the stabilizer of a vertex is a maximal
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subgroup of G and since Γ is undirected we have Hr−1H = Hr H . Conversely for each
almost simple group G and maximal subgroup H , and r ∈ G \ H with Hr−1H = Hr H ,
the graph Γ (G, H, r) is a connected undirected graph on which G acts as a group of
automorphisms. Thus in order to decide whether G acts distance-transitively on a graph, it
suffices to check whether it does so on Γ (G, H, r), for certain H and r chosen as before.
Now one can use the classification of finite simple groups together with the knowledge
of their maximal subgroups and automorphism groups to determine the distance-transitive
graphs.
First one wants to limit the possible choices for H . To this end we need the following
definition. A permutation character is called multiplicity free if in its decomposition into
different irreducible characters each irreducible character occurs with multiplicity at most
one.
Lemma 4.1. Let Γ be a distance-transitive graph with distance-transitive group of
automorphisms G. Let π denote the permutation character of G on VΓ ; then π is
multiplicity free.
Since π = 1GH , where H is the stabilizer of a vertex, we have that the index [G : H ]
is less than or equal to the sum of all irreducible character degrees. Roughly speaking this
means that the order of H is at least a square root of the order of G divided by the number
of irreducible characters. Thus H has to have relatively large order. A proof of this lemma
can be found in, for example, [15].
In deciding on the possible choices for r , Lemma 3.2 plays an important role. One can
also limit for given S the possible choices for G. Indeed, in [3] it was shown that under
some mild conditions automorphisms of S that normalize H ∩ S extend to automorphisms
of Γ . Hence often one can assume G = Aut(S).
Before discussing the status group by group, we recall that the almost simple 2-transitive
groups are classified; see for example [17]. If G acts distance-transitively on a graph of
diameter 2, then G acts as a rank 3 permutation group on VΓ . The classification of almost
simple primitive permutation groups of rank 3 was obtained by Kantor and Liebler [39]
and Liebeck and Saxl [50]. In this case each group gives rise to two distance-transitive
graphs, one being the complement of the other. Thus we have the following theorem.
Theorem 4.2. If Γ is a primitive distance-transitive graph of diameter at most 2 and G is
almost simple, then the pair (G,Γ ) is known.
In the next two subsections the status is given for the various possibilities of S.
4.1. Alternating groups and sporadic groups
For the groups mentioned in the title of this subsection there is a complete classification
of the primitive distance-transitive graphs. For the alternating groups it is due to Ivanov
[33], who also classified the imprimitive actions; this classification was done independently
also by Saxl [55] (when n > 18) and Liebeck et al. [48]. For the sporadic groups there have
been papers dealing with special cases. A complete proof was given by Ivanov et al. [36],
in part relying on computer calculations with GAP [26].
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Theorem 4.3. Let G be a finite almost simple group acting primitively and distance-
transitively on Γ . If S is an alternating group or sporadic simple group, then Γ is known.
The infinite families of graphs appearing here are the graphs related to Johnson graphs and
Odd graphs.
4.2. Groups of Lie type
In this subsection S will be a simple group of Lie type. The linear groups PSL(n, q),
(n, q) = (2, 2), (2, 3) have been treated by van Bon and Cohen [9,10] and also by Inglis
[32] for n ≥ 13 and Faradz˘ev and Ivanov [23] for n = 2. The distance-transitive graphs
with vertex stabilizer a maximal parabolic subgroup are determined in [15, Theorem
10.7.2.]. Thus we have:
Theorem 4.4. Let G be a finite almost simple group of Lie type acting primitively and
distance-transitively on Γ . If either S is the linear group or Gx is a maximal parabolic
subgroup of G, then Γ is known.
The infinite families of graphs that appear here are the Grassmann graphs, generalized n-
gons, polar and (halved) dual polar graphs and the graph arising from the action of E7(q)
on the cosets of a maximal parabolic of type E6(q).
There remains the classification of the distance-transitive graphs where G is different
from the linear group. Extensive work has been done in determining the multiplicity-
free permutation representations for these groups. In particular, Inglis [32] investigated
the classical groups of dimension at least 13, whereas for the exceptional groups Liebeck
and Saxl [51] determined their large maximal subgroups and various actions have been
investigated by Lawther [42–45] and Rainbolt and Sheth [54]. For the classical groups
the work on multiplicity-free permutation representations is being extended to lower
dimensions in [13], in which also some open cases of [32] are addressed. The outcome
is a finite list of sporadic actions and several infinite families, though some actions, like the
action of orthogonal groups on orthogonal extension fields and also a handful of sporadic
actions, are still undecided.
Let us turn back to the distance-transitive graphs. Besides a wealth of combinatorial
information there is a technique – see [3] – that was shown to be of great use in dealing
with the linear groups. It partly solves the problem that, even given G and H , it is not
always that easy to find the two smallest nontrivial H -orbit sizes. It establishes an ordering
on the kernels of action of a vertex stabilizer. For a vertex x ∈ VΓ , denote by G[i]x the
kernel of the action of Gx on Γi (x).
Proposition 4.5. Let Γ be a distance-transitive graph of diameter d with distance-
transitive group of automorphisms G. If, for some vertex x ∈ VΓ and i ≥ 1, we have
G[i]x = 1, then G[i]x ⊂ G[i−1]x ⊂ · · · ⊂ G[1]x or G[i]x ⊂ G[i+1]x ⊂ · · · ⊂ G[d]x .
Thus if an element of Gx fixes all vertices of Γi (x), then it fixes either all vertices at
distance at most i from x or all vertices at distance at least i from x . The proposition can
be of use if the stabilizer of a vertex is a p-local subgroup of G. In the particular case of a
centralizer of an involution there is a stronger version of the proposition.
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The classification of primitive distance-transitive graphs for the groups of Lie type
different from the linear groups has not yet been completed. Various groups of people
have been working on it. The current situation can be summarized as follows.
For the classical groups the classification tends to go hand in hand with the classification
of multiplicity-free permutation representations, as one usually first wants to check whether
Lemma 4.1 holds. The distance-transitive graph problem is under study by the authors of
[13]. For several of the infinite families of actions that are known to be multiplicity free the
problem has been solved or there are bounds on the order of the field. Among the remaining
infinite families appearing in [13] there are a few cases which appear to be difficult to
handle in both classification projects. For the actions that are known to be multiplicity free
appearing in the list of sporadic actions of [13] the distance-transitive problem has been
solved. This is mainly due to Shpectorov and Dunlap [56] and calculations with GAP.
For the groups of exceptional Lie type the final classification result will appear in [20].
Here many cases have been dealt with but the results obtained have not been published yet.
Often the action turns out to be not multiplicity free. Recently Krook [40] showed that for
q even the action of E7(q) on A7(q).2 is not distance-transitive (in fact it is not multiplicity
free).
5. Distance-transitive graphs and affine groups
For the remainder of this survey we will assume that G is an affine group and will call
the graph Γ on which it acts affine distance-transitive.
The group G contains a normal elementary Abelian p-subgroup acting regularly on the
vertex set of Γ . The regular normal subgroup can be viewed as an n-dimensional vector
space M over Fr , where Fr is a finite field of characteristic p, such that the distance-
transitive group G is a subgroup of M  Γ L(M) containing the translation subgroup M .
Let G0 be the stabilizer in G of the zero vector, so that G0 ≤ Γ L(M) ∼= Γ L(n, r) and
the group G is the affine group M  G0. Moreover, M acts on Γ as a regular group of
translations. This implies that:
• G acts transitively on the set of vertices of Γ ;
• if v ∈ Γ1(0), then −v ∈ Γ1(0);
• a vector is in Γi (0) if and only if it can be written as the sum of i , but not fewer, vectors
of Γ1(0).
In order for G to be a distance-transitive group on Γ it is necessary and sufficient
that each of the sets Γi (0) is a G0-orbit closed under multiplication by −1. Hence there
is a natural ordering on the nontrivial G0-orbits starting with the orbit Γ1(0). At this
point its also important to recall that, by Lemma 3.2, |Γ1(0)| is among the two smallest
nontrivial G0-orbit lengths, and if it is not the smallest then |Γd(0)| is. The following
lemma summarizes some of the properties of an affine distance-transitive graph; see [5]
and [11].
Lemma 5.1. Let G be a primitive affine distance-transitive group of the graph Γ defined
on the vector space M over a field of characteristic p, with vertex stabilizer G0. Then the
following hold:
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(i) |M| ≤ 5|G0|.
(ii) G0 has at most dimFp (M) orbits in M.(iii) The set Γ1(0) of vectors adjacent to 0 is closed under multiplication by F∗p. In
particular, Γ contains cliques of size p.
Using the theorem of Aschbacher [1] on the subgroup structure of a classical group one
can determine the structure of a point stabilizer in more detail. The starting point of the
classification of affine distance-transitive graphs is the following theorem of [5]:
Theorem 5.2. Let Γ be a graph of valency at least 3 and diameter at least 2 on M ∼= Fnr
and G0 is a subgroup of Γ L(M) such that G = M  G0 acts primitively and distance-
transitively on Γ as a group of automorphisms. Then one of the following holds:
(i) n = 1;
(ii) the diameter of Γ is 2;
(iii) Γ is a Hamming graph or bilinear forms graph;
(iv) H0 = F∗(G0), the generalized Fitting subgroup of G0, is modulo scalars a non-
Abelian simple group, M is an absolutely irreducible Fr H0-module and this action
can be realized over no proper subfield of Fr .
This theorem can be viewed as the affine version of Theorem 3.1. In case (iv) of the
theorem we have to study the (absolutely) irreducible (projective) representations of finite
non-Abelian simple groups. Hence once again we can apply the classification of finite
simple groups. Before doing so, we first deal with the small cases and the few exceptions
listed in the theorem.
We already observed that in the case where the diameter is equal to 1 then Γ is a
complete graph and G a 2-transitive group on Γ . In this special case we have a complete
classification of distance-transitive graphs and groups which follows from the classification
of affine 2-transitive groups obtained by Hering [31]. In the case where the diameter of Γ
equals 2, then G acts as a primitive affine rank 3 permutation group on M . These actions
have been classified by Liebeck [46] (using earlier work by Foulser [24] and Foulser
and Kallaher [25] in the case where G is solvable). Not all of these actions though lead
to a distance-transitive graph. A necessary and sufficient condition for an affine rank 3
permutation group to be a distance-transitive group is that each orbit is left invariant under
multiplication by −1. For each distance-transitive group we find two graphs, one being
the complement of the other. Thus we have the following theorem which also justifies the
hypotheses in Theorem 1.1.
Theorem 5.3. If Γ is a primitive affine distance-transitive graph of diameter at most 2 then
the pair (G,Γ ) is known.
The case n = 1 appearing in Theorem 5.2 was settled by Cohen and Ivanov [19] who
proved:
Theorem 5.4. Let Γ be a graph structure on M ∼= Fr . Let G be a subgroup of AΓ L(M) ∼=
AΓ L(1, r), containing the translations. If G acts primitively and distance-transitively on
Γ and the valency and diameter of Γ is at least 3, then r = 64, Γ is the Hamming graph
H (3, 4) and G0 ∼= Z9  Z3 or G0 ∼= Z9  Z6.
These results justify the introduction of the following hypotheses:
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Hypothesis (ADT). Γ is a connected graph structure on M ∼= Fnr , with n > 1, and G0 is a
subgroup of Γ L(M) such that G = M G0 acts primitively and distance-transitively on Γ
as a group of automorphisms and G0 is not defined over a proper subfield of Fr . Moreover,
H0 = F∗(G0), the generalized Fitting subgroup of G0, is modulo scalars a non-Abelian
simple group, M is an absolutely irreducible Fr H0-module, and the diameter of Γ is at
least 3.
The classification proof follows a subdivision into cases corresponding to the families
of groups arising in the classification of finite non-Abelian simple groups. The groups of
Lie type will give rise to two different cases as they can act on a module in the defining
characteristic of the group of Lie type (the defining characteristic case) or on a module in a
characteristic different from the defining characteristic of the group of Lie type (the cross
characteristic case). In the case of ambiguity, like for H0/Z(H0) ∼= PSL(2, 8) ∼= 2G2(3)′
with p = 2 or 3, the action will be considered as an action in defining characteristic.
The first step is to produce a (finite) list of pairs of group and module that satisfy
the bound mentioned in Lemma 5.1(i). This list is produced using the known (lower)
bounds for dimensions of irreducible representations provided by the Atlas [22] and the
modular Atlas [38], Landazuri and Seitz [41] and Seitz and Zalesskii [57] for the cross
characteristic cases, James [37] and Wagner [59] for the alternating groups, or creating
them by restricting the representations to subgroups for which the bounds are known. For
the groups of Lie type in defining characteristic the argument used in the classification of
primitive affine rank 3 permutation groups in [46] could be adjusted without redoing all of
the work.
One would like to avoid a detailed investigation of all the pairs that appear in the list.
The following theorem of [4] is an attempt to deal with large classes at the same time.
Unfortunately in many cases the conditions in the hypotheses are not trivially satisfied, but
the theorem has shown its use anyway.
Theorem 5.5. Let Γ be a connected graph structure on M ∼= Fnr , with n > 1, and let G0
be a subgroup of Γ L(M) such that G = M  G0 acts primitively and distance-transitively
on Γ as a group of automorphisms. Suppose that F∗r ≤ G0 and that the group G0 leaves
an orthogonal form invariant on M up to scalar multiplication and field automorphisms.
Then either the diameter of Γ is 2, or Γ is a Hamming graph, a folded cube, a halved cube
or a folded halved cube.
We have grouped the discussion of alternating groups, sporadic groups and groups of
Lie type in a cross characteristic action together, as the classification proof follows the
same strategy. This strategy will be discussed in the next subsection. In the last subsection
we will then discuss the proof for the groups of Lie type in a defining characteristic action.
5.1. Alternating groups, sporadic groups and groups of Lie type in cross characteristic
The classification result for the groups mentioned in the title of this section is stated in
the following theorem, which we state under the ADT hypothesis (though in the literature
slightly stronger theorems were proved). The theorem is due to Liebeck and Praeger [47]
in the case where H0/Z(H0) is an alternating group, van Bon et al. [14] in the case where
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H0/Z(H0) is a sporadic simple group and to Cohen et al. [21] in the case where H0/Z(H0)
is a simple group of Lie type whose defining characteristic is different from that of Fr .
Theorem 5.6. Let Γ be a graph with a distance-transitive group of automorphisms G =
M  G0 as in hypothesis (ADT). Suppose H0/Z(H0) is an alternating group, a sporadic
simple group or a simple group of Lie type whose defining characteristic is different from
that of Fr . Then one of the following holds.
• Γ is a Hamming graph.
• Γ a folded cube, a halved cube or a folded halved cube.
• Γ is the coset graph of the extended ternary Golay code and H0 ∼= SL(2, 11) or
H0 ∼= F∗3 · M12.
• Γ is the coset graph of the truncated Golay code and H0 ∼= M22.
• Γ is the distance 2 graph of the coset graph of the truncated Golay code
and H0 ∼= M22.
• Γ is the coset graph of the binary Golay code and H0 ∼= M23.
• Γ is the distance 2 graph of the coset graph of the binary Golay code and H0 ∼= M23.
At this point it should be noted that in the statement of the main theorem of [14] there
are listed the 10 isomorphism types of G, rather than the isomorphism types of Γ . Each
of the seven rank 3 permutation groups listed there yields two distance-transitive graphs.
Moreover, the dual truncated Golay code module and dual Golay code module also both
give rise to two distance-transitive graphs (which are listed in our main theorem). Thus
there are a total of 19 graphs.
For the groups mentioned in the hypotheses of the theorem there is only one infinite
family of pairs of group and module that survives the bound of Lemma 5.1(i), namely
the fully deleted permutation modules for the alternating groups, but the list of remaining
cases is still quite large though. Fortunately in many cases there is an orthogonal form left
invariant, often over the prime field, which allows the direct application of Theorem 5.5.
For the remaining cases one studies the orbit structure on M , sometimes with the help of
a computer program like GAP [26]. Often Lemma 5.1(ii) is violated or one can restrict the
possibilities for Γ1(0) and show that for each of them the vectors at distance 2 from 0 are
not in a single G0-orbit.
5.2. Groups of Lie type in defining characteristic
In this section we have a group of Lie type acting absolutely irreducibly on some module
defined over field whose characteristic is the same as the defining characteristic of the
group of Lie type. The classification result is summarized in the following theorem, which
is due to van Bon and Cohen [11] in the case where H0/Z(H0) is an exceptional group of
Lie type and to van Bon et al. [12] in the case where H0/Z(H0) is a classical group.
Theorem 5.7. Let Γ be a graph with an affine distance-transitive group of automorphisms
G = M  G0 as in hypothesis (ADT). Suppose further that H0/Z(H0), where H0 =
F∗(G0), is a simple group of Lie type of characteristic p. Then the pair Γ , H0 is one of
the following, where l = −1 if l is even and l = 1 otherwise.
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• Γ is the alternating forms graph AF(m, r) and H0/Z(H0) ∼= PSL(m, r) with n =
m(m − 1)/2.
• Γ is the Hermitian forms graph HF(m, r) and H0/Z(H0) ∼= PSL(l, r2) with n =
m(m + 1)/2.
• Γ is the folded 9-cube and H0 ∼= PSL(2, 8).
• Γ is the halved 9-cube; it is isomorphic to the distance 2 graph of the folded 9-cube and
H0 ∼= PSL(2, 8).
• Γ is the affine E6 graph and H0/Z(H0) ∼= E6(r).
The resulting list of modules to study is similar to the list of modules that had to be
studied in the classification of the affine rank 3 permutation groups. The vast majority of
the modules appearing in the list are fundamental highest weight modules defined over the
same field as for the group of Lie type. In other words, there an orbit of 1-dimensional
subspaces whose stabilizer is a maximal parabolic subgroup P of H0. The vectors in this
orbit of 1-spaces are called highest weight vectors.
The action of H0 on P-cosets gives rise to a graph of Lie type – see [15] – which we
can also view as a geometry on points and lines (the lines are a class of cliques of size
r + 1). Call the 1-dimensional linear subspaces of highest weight vectors points and the
2-dimensional linear subspaces which only contain highest weight vectors lines. In this
way we obtain in the projective space P(M) a geometry on points and lines. It turns out
that many of the cases this actually provides an embedding of the geometry corresponding
to the graph of Lie type into the projective space P(M).
These observations led to the following definitions. For a G0-orbit O of vectors in M
consider the following two properties:
(O1) If v ∈ O, then λv ∈ O for all λ ∈ F∗r .
(O2) For each v,w ∈ O with w ∈ 〈v〉 there exists a g ∈ G0,v with wg − w ∈ O.
They mimic in M some properties of graphs of Lie type. Under some mild condition
– see [11,12] – these two properties are always satisfied for the orbit of highest weight
vectors. The following theorem, proved in [11], restricts the possible distance between 0
and a vector in O.
Theorem 5.8. Suppose that Γ is an affine distance-transitive graph of diameter d ≥ 3
with distance-transitive group G. Let O be a G0-orbit satisfying (O1) and (O2). Then,
with i = d(0, v), one of the following holds for any v ∈ O.
(i) i = 1.
(ii) i = 2. Moreover, if a2 > 0 then there exists w ∈ O with v − w ∈ Γ1(0).
(iii) 3 ≤ i ≤ 4 and there exists w ∈ O with v − w ∈ Γ2(0). Moreover,
(a) if a1 > 0, then i = d;
(b) if there is no nontrivial G0-orbit consisting of sums of two elements of O of size
smaller than |O|, then d ≤ 5.
(iv) i = d, ad = 0, bd−1 = 1 and G0 = G0,vG0,w for some w ∈ Γ1(0).
In particular, if O is the smallest of all nontrivial G0-orbits, then either i = 1 or i = d
and either d ≤ 4 or (iv) holds.
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By Lemma 5.1(iii) Γ contains cliques of size p; thus if p = 2 we have a1 = 0, which
almost always implies that a2 = 0; cf. Proposition 5.5.7 of [15]. The situation of case (iv)
implies that there exists a factorization of G0 into two maximal subgroups, each of which
contains one of the two point stabilizers in G0 as a subgroup. The maximal factorizations
of non-Abelian simple groups have been classified by Liebeck et al. [49].
In order to apply the theorem successfully one needs, besides the orbit of highest weight
vectors, a few other orbits. Roughly speaking one tries to establish that for each possible
distance between two points P and Q in the embedded geometry in P(M), the vectors
v + w are in different G0-orbits, where v and w are highest weight vectors in the 1-spaces
corresponding to P and Q respectively.
For H0/Z(H0) an exceptional group of Lie type, one of the main tools used in
determining the affine distance-transitive graphs was Theorem 5.8, with O the orbit of
highest weight vectors. As there are no factorizations of H0/Z(H0) for which one of the
factors is a parabolic subgroup, case (iv) could not occur.
For H0/Z(H0) a classical group there turned out to be a few cases for which
Theorem 5.8 was not applicable or did not immediately give the desired result. In those
cases one either used an explicit construction of the module or used the fact that we have
an embedding of the geometry to reduce the possibilities for the distance between 0 and
the orbit of highest weight vectors.
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